Co-founder and Flight Ops Director Jeff Brink, Chief Pilot
Mike Ferguson, and Lead Engineer Suresh Kumar set up
and shake down their newly designed heavy-lift camera
platform. Mike flies the craft while Suresh uses telemetry
on the laptop to dial in the flight controls, GPS and other
instruments. Jeff serves as safety observer for the initial
flights. Once Suresh has the controls fine-tuned, he will
take over observer duties while Jeff operates the camera.
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AeroCine

T

he initial conversation that would
become this
interview took
place via cell with
AeroCine’s CEO
and co-founder
Brian Streem and
VP Jon Ollwerther
from the back
of an Uber cab
shuttling them through downtown Washington, D.C. on their way to meet with the FAA—an
appointment that hadn’t even been on the table
when we scheduled the interview a few days
prior. But the pace at the professional end of the
drone world is a frantic one, and AeroCine is right
on the leading edge so they are used to reacting
fast. As VP of Marketing & Operations, Jon put it—
somewhat apologetically at the beginning of our
chat—when the FAA asks you to come to Washington to meet, that’s an invitation you accept,
even if it’s last minute. As the only company with
an exemption to fly commercially in New York
City, AeroCine has a strong relationship with the
FAA and consults with them on a regular basis,
which made our second conversation—in person
in AeroCine’s Brooklyn headquarters the following
week—all the more fascinating. I would find out at
that meeting that the other half of the founding
team, Jeff Brink, Director of Flight Ops, missed the
FAA trip because he was called to upstate New
York to shoot aerial video of the ongoing manhunt
for the two escaped prisoners that had been all
over the news—coverage that relied to a notable
extent on AeroCine aerial video footage! This is a
busy team, but the projects and policy discussions
they are a part of give them tremendous insight
into the state of the professional drone world, and
where it’s headed next.
I first met the AeroCine crew at the 2015 New
York City Drone Film Festival, where their film
The Fallout won first place in the Architecture
category, and won the admiration of all with its
poignant, ghostly images and by exploiting to full
advantage the unique perspective that only a
drone-mounted camera can provide. The Fallout
was effectively the company’s demo reel; Brian
and Jeff created that film almost two years ago to
demonstrate both AeroCine’s technical expertise
and its filmmaking artistry. I sat down for an
interview with Jon and Brian at their temporary
offices in the aptly named Industry City section of
Brooklyn. They had leased this space while their
new larger, permanent offices a few doors down
were undergoing final outfitting. Then we went out
with Jeff, Lead Engineer Suresh Kumar, and Chief
Pilot Mike Ferguson to a park near Coney Island as
they flight-tested their newly designed heavy-lift
camera drone. Obviously, these guys have a lot
going on, but they graciously gave us tremendous
access to all aspects of their operation during our
visit.

Artistry,
Industry and
Innovation
Take Flight
By Matt Boyd
Photos by Peter Hall & Courtesy of AeroCine

RotorDrone Magazine: You were the first company
to receive FAA approval to fly UAVs commercially in
New York City. How did that come about, and how
important has that been to AeroCine’s success?
Jon Ollwerther: “So about a year, year and a half
ago, Brian and Jeff were looking into how to legally
fly drones in America, because it was still a very
gray area; there were people doing it and they were
in dubious legal territory. Brian and Jeff had heard
about the Section 333 exemption that was coming
up, and they decided ‘Hey, this is something we
should really look into.’ At that point there was one
group— the MPAA—that was about to file. Brian
and Jeff decided they wanted to do it on their own.
They went out, they hired aviation attorneys, they
hired aviation consultants—they hired all the people
who knew how this might work and brought them
all together and said, well, we really want to file
a petition for exemption. And they learned what
they needed to do and what the steps were. They

VP of Marketing & Operations Jon Ollwerther chatting with
the author about AeroCine’s consultations with the FAA, and
where they hope to see the regulations evolve.
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AeroCine
wrote dozens— hundreds—of pages of original material: manuals, safety
procedures, proprietary safety management system, and they filed that
with the FAA. We were the first independent entity to file for an FAA
exemption. You had the MPAA, then you had AeroCine.
How important has that been to AeroCine’s growth? Big companies
won’t work with you unless you’re legal—unless you can do things legally.
Insurers won’t insure you. By law, you cannot insure an illegal activity. So if
you want insurance you have to have an exemption.”
RD: The very first time we spoke on the phone you were in the back of
a cab on your way to consult with the FAA! Can you tell us what they
wanted to talk to you about?
JO: “We’re requesting relief from a couple conditions that exist under
Section 333, primarily for closed-set filming. For one thing, filmmakers all
want to do car chases at high speeds. And when you’re flying line-ofsight, a car chase at high speed is very, very difficult, because you lose
sight of your craft and perspective on the shot very quickly. AeroCine
has pretty deep experience operating abroad—operating from moving
platforms abroad: from a boat, from a car, from a truck, from a golf cart!
But in the U.S. it’s not legally permitted. And when you think about it, on
a closed film set there’s not much reason that it shouldn’t be permitted.
You have a closed set, you have a controlled environment. You have all the
safety precautions that you need. We literally blow up buildings on film
sets. We set fires; we set people on fire on film sets. There’s no reason
that a drone operator in a chase car shouldn’t be allowed.
The FAA is seriously considering that. And it’s not just for Hollywood. If
you look at proposed regulations, you realize that inspecting offshore oil
rigs from a drone is not possible while maintaining visual line-of-sight if
you’re not on a boat, because the rig inspectors want to fly beneath the
rig. And a boat by definition is a moving platform. Even if it’s anchored it
can be construed as a moving platform because it’s moving in threedimensional space. I think that eventually we will be allowed to operate on
a closed set from a moving vehicle. The expectation is that the pilot will be
able to keep a much better line-of-sight.

RD: You guys were recently on-site for the manhunt for the two escaped
convicts in upstate New York. Clearly drones have a lot of potential to
help make search and rescue and other sorts of emergency service
missions safer and more effective. Do you see that sort of role as
something AeroCine will do more of, and how do the demands of those
duties differ—in terms of tech or skills—from your traditional projects?
JO: “We were hired by several news networks to film the manhunt in
upstate New York for the two escaped prisoners. The problem that
broadcasters are faced with is that they have a lot of airtime to fill, and the
viewer at home is used to seeing a lot of the same shots. But an aerial
image really spices that up—breaks up the monotony of the ground shot.
B-roll of the State Troopers “beating the bush” from ground level actually
gives you another perspective on the whole matter, on how vast the
terrain is that they’re trying to search, and how heavily wooded the terrain
is. It’s an incredibly difficult task to find two guys in the middle of—we
think—three states. So there’s an 800-man effort underway right now—
all the machine of ABC, CBS, NBC, reporting teams are up there—in an
area where it’s kind of hard to get a cell phone signal. So it’s an incredible
opportunity to go and to be able to film live for these networks, in a place
that most people can’t drive to—it’s just shy of the Canadian border.

We tagged along as the flight
team tested its custom camera
platform in a park near Coney
Island. It carries an authentically
weighted and balanced dummy
camera to simulate payload and
conditions it will encounter on set.

AeroCine X8 Camera Drone

RD: Do you find that filmmakers/producers etc., now understand the
potential that drones present for their needs, or are the capabilities of
aerial camera platforms still something of a black art? If so, is it fun to
show up and be able to blow their minds with what your rigs can do?
JO: For me, the shot [in The Fallout] where our camera comes out of one
of the cooling towers in Chernobyl is emblematic of—wow, that is a drone
shot. And there is no other way you could do that—flying from inside to
outside, doing a beautiful pirouette over a cooling tower that looks so
drastically different when viewed from ground height. A lot of people in
Hollywood consider cable cams—a Klaus cam [Ed: a stabilized long line
camera system that is suspended from a cable that attaches to the cargo
hook of a helicopter] as an alternative to a drone. And you figure you’ve
got 50 to 150 feet of tether to run a Klaus cam or a cable cam under the

AeroCine just finished building the prototype
camera platform designed in-house by
airframe engineer Julian Alvarez, gimbal
designer Phil Salisbury and avionics
developed by Suresh Kumar. Originally they
had used commercially available drones,
but decided a custom design would serve
their specialized needs more effectively.
This monster runs eight KDE motors on
four aluminum booms. Once the testing
is done they may switch over to carbon
fiber. Interestingly, Suresh found more
aerodynamic efficiency by running wood
props (which give a wider selection of prop
pitch) on the bottom motors, and lighter
carbon fiber props on top. They fabricated
an accurately weighted and balanced
dummy camera to simulate the ultraexpensive RED Epic, as well as Alexa Mini
and Sony F55 cameras.

AeroCine has extensive
experience abroad operating
drones from moving vehicles.
In Dubai they even flew from a
golf cart! They are working with
the FAA and hope to amend the
rules that prohibit it in the U.S.
Above: Mike, Suresh and Jeff discuss calibration settings after the first flight.
Below: AeroCine’s portable charging rig mounts a pair of iCharger 4010duos in a Pelican case. It came in handy
when the three-man flight team had to charge up while driving up to upstate New York to video the manhunt for
two escaped prisoners.

Quick Specs
Weight: Airframe ~20 lb.; payload 20+ lb.
Flight Time (fully loaded): 15 min
Typical Battery Configuration: 2 MaxAmps
8S, 22,000mAh LiPos
Motors: 8 KDE 5215XF brushless
ESCs: Not disclosed
Flight controller: Not disclosed
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AeroCine

Mike Ferguson and Jon Ollwerther with
The TODAY Show host Matt Lauer on
the North Fork of Long Island.

Lead engineer Suresh Kumar
fine-tuning the new custom
heavy-lift camera platform.

belly of a helicopter, but you’re also dealing with rotor-wash and safety
issues. In a helicopter crash, there are at the very least two people in it,
and their chances of surviving, especially in a low-altitude power failure,
or in contact with power lines or terrain, are drastically reduced because
they have no time to react. If you’re 50 or 150 feet off the ground you
have no time to react.
We’ve had a couple jobs come up where helicopters don’t exist. These
are islands where you cannot get a helicopter. Or if you get a helicopter

To the naysayers, technology always wins. If
you look at the horseless carriage, this was a
terrifying invention to Americans at first. But
you’d be hard pressed to find somebody who
would not get in a car today.

there it’s because you put the helicopter on a boat, and that’s incredibly
expensive. By contrast, we can throw a couple Pelican cases in a plane and
we’re there. With a helicopter—there are certain shots you can’t do with a
drone—or can’t do legally with a drone. You can’t exceed 400 feet above
ground level. That’s a definite constraint, but 90% of the time, maybe even
95% of the time, when someone is looking for an aerial shot, they may
think they want more altitude, but for the most part that makes people on
the ground look like specks. You know what people like watching? People
like watching people.
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RD: What’s the biggest challenge to fulfilling the potential of drones
moving forward?
JO: The biggest limitation I see in the industry right now is batteries. You
look at the battery technology and research that’s been thrown behind
cars and houses, and that’s where a lot of the advances have been made.
Unfortunately, they are incremental advances.
RD: Some high-profile and somewhat salacious things that have
happened with drones in recent months, have you found that that has
made client conversations harder for you, or do people kind of take those
episodes with a grain of salt?
JO: “You know, most people who are sophisticated in business
understand that with new technology there are going to be early adopters
and there are going to be people saying no. To the naysayers, technology
always wins. Technology always, always wins. If you look at the horseless
carriage, this was a terrifying invention to Americans when it came out.
And I think you’d be hard pressed to find somebody who would not get in
a car today. Now if you look at, sure there are more cars on the road than
there are drones in the air, but look at the number of flights and accidents
there are vs the number of driving occurrences and accidents, I think
the numbers are going to be staggeringly in favor of UAVs. We’re flying
$500,000 worth of camera equipment and we don’t take that lightly.
We’re also flying over people’s heads sometimes on set who are by
definition part of the film shoot, but that doesn’t mean that we take that
lightly. There’s nothing more sacred than human life.
Let’s talk about something topical for a minute. Enrique Iglesias—that’s
something that the press wants to know about and I think this is very

topical for your readers. [Ed: Iglesias recently suffered a well-publicized
hand injury while reaching out to grab a drone during a live performance.]
We had a lot of our news partners who we work with calling us and asking
us to comment on this. We had print media calling us. Brian was on Inside
Edition. Everybody wants to know, ‘Oh drones are dangerous! Just say
drones are dangerous.’ Well, drones aren’t dangerous. You know, if you
lean on a stove that’s hot, that’s dangerous also. If you stick your hand in
a blender while it’s running, it’s dangerous. Common sense is paramount,
and grabbing a copter out of the air that has props that are spinning
between 6,000 and 8,000 revs per minute, whether they’re carbon
fiber or plastic doesn’t really matter, as Enrique found out. They had a
drone as part of the show. It wasn’t in the U.S. so they weren’t subject
to FAA regulations. But the question isn’t how to completely eliminate
any risk, because there is risk associated with everything in life. There’s
risk associated with walking across the street. The question is how do
we mitigate and minimize those risks. How do we bring that risk down

to an acceptable level? And so that’s something that the FAA considers,
that’s something that we consider, that’s something that the compliance
departments of large companies consider.
RD: AeroCine’s original mission was obviously aerial cinematography
(hence the name) and that’s what you’re known—and have won
awards—for. But you’ve since diversified a bit. What’s next on the
horizon for AeroCine?
JO: Yeah, we have a lot of big stuff in the works. There’s a lot that I can’t
specifically talk about, but I will say that the company is growing rapidly.
We’ve done more live TV broadcasts from a drone than anyone in the
world. And I think that probably points to the direction that the company
may be headed in. The film business will always be a business for us—TV,
advertising. Events and experiential marketing. We have a competency—
we can design copters, we can build copters, and what’s more exciting to a
brand than having a copter that meshes with their message?

That’s a Wrap

Things are fast and fluid in the circles AeroCine runs in. Rules are changing, technology is changing, and the demands on
companies like AeroCine that operate drones professionally are changing even faster. Public awareness is exploding, and with that the demand
of companies to capitalize on the unique capabilities that only drones can provide—even as that same public has little concept of what those
capabilities actually are! AeroCine’s challenge is to meet those demands, while threading the regulatory needle and helping the FAA develop
policy that will be in the best interests of public safety and good business. They are an informal but professional group of guys, and their success
speaks for itself. Whether it’s big movie and TV studios, big ad firms, or the big news networks, demand for its aerial cinematography and live
video feeds is strong and growing every day. If you want to know what the future looks like in the professional drone world, look to the skies
above Brooklyn!
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The Fallout: AeroCine’s Ultimate Demo Reel
AeroCine created their award-winning short film The Fallout to introduce their company the world. What
better way to showcase the nucleus of talent and experience they had assembled? The film is striking
not just for its subject and location, but for the skill and subtlety with which it is flown and filmed. Put
together by founders Jeff Brink and Brian Streem, with world-champion helicopter pilot Oscar Ohlson at
the sticks, it’s a tremendous piece of work and showcases the kind of work that can only be performed
by a drone. I talked with Brian about his experience filming The Fallout.

RD: You guys won an award for The Fallout, which
documented the site of the Chernobyl Nuclear disaster
more than 25 years later. What was the experience like
to actually be there?
Brian Streem: “Chernobyl was like the first thing that
we did. Jeff and I thought: ‘What’s the coolest place we
could go film?’ Oh, Chernobyl, that seems obvious. I had
information from some people. People go on vacations
to Chernobyl, people like go to it. I’ve seen photos of it.
Photographers go to it. There must be a way to go there.
My background is in film production, so I called a local
production company that works in Kiev and I said ‘I want
to do this, and how much is it going to cost, and I need
you to set it up for me.’ In the film industry it’s called a
fixer: the local guy who’s going to show you around. The

AeroCine CEO
Brian Streem

Eerie and hauntingly beautiful, Chernobyl
provided a striking and unique setting for
AeroCine to showcase its artistic vision
and technical skills. Flying through decrepit
carnival rides and up out of a dilapidated
reactor cooling tower would be impossible
for anything other than a drone.

was kind of going nuts, and I kind of assumed they’re not
going to put us in the city where this coup is going on. But
no, we’re staying in Kiev … we were on the block where
people had barricaded all the streets where guys with
guns were standing. They had militarized the zone.
Then the next day we drove two hours north to
Chernobyl. I don’t really know how much authority we
had to be there. I was one step removed from that. I
hired other people to do it for us. And being there was
very spooky. But the most surprising thing is that there
is actually like five or six thousand people that live in
Chernobyl. They’re all scientists conducting research on
the plant and wildlife that have inhabited the area. There is
somewhat of a normal life there. We had a Geiger counter
with us, obviously measuring radiation. You know, I don’t
know if it worked, I don’t know if the operator knew what
they were doing. But I remember driving by the reactor
that melted down, when we drove by that, the Geiger
counter started to spike.”
RD: So the footage that you took was kind of guerilla
style to a certain extent? You had semi—official
permission, but you just said, “You know what? This is
the shot we want.”
BS: “I think we had permission. This is what I was told by
the people that I’d hired. I don’t know if we had permission
to fly a drone, but I also don’t know if anybody really
cared. Like, nobody cared is the real answer. If a tree falls
in the woods. But we were not just in the woods, we were

“I don’t know if we had permission to fly a drone, but I also don’t know if anybody
really cared… ‘If a tree falls in the woods.’ But we were not just in the woods, we
were in the radioactive woods. So nobody’s there.”
scary thing was that there happened to be a political
coup going on in Kiev that very day. We were supposed
to show up and we were getting emails from the United
States consulate advising us not to go. But here we were
at the airport with a drone and all this other stuff and
we decided, ‘Eh, screw it. Let’s take a risk and just do it.’
Showing up with a many thousands of dollars in rotor
drone gear and equipment—mind you, this was still like a
year and a half ago so this was really before drone fever
really kind of took storm. We looked like lunatics and of
course we were immediately pulled in by these Ukrainian
guys at the airport that didn’t look very friendly. And I’m
just there waiting and waiting and hoping to God that
the guy who I hired on the other side is going to show
up. We each get pulled into a separate room. They took
my IDs, they took the drone; I don’t know where my
friends are. They didn’t even speak English. Then this
fixer—who I never actually saw before—walked into the
room and started speaking Ukrainian, and then we were
walking around the streets of Kiev an hour later. It was
scary. They were killing politicians and the whole country
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in the radioactive woods, so nobody’s there. The weird
thing was that there was stuff going on there. There were
soldiers moving about. There were people kind of doing
maintenance on stuff. The hotel we stayed in—like you can
imagine, who was the hotel caretaker that has a business
here? It’s definitely not like a Ritz Carlton, you know.
I think we were there for two or three days, and at the
end of every day there you’re supposed to go through
this machine. You know like the subways in New York,
how you go through like a turnstile, like a full body
turnstile, it’s kind of like that but it looks older and more
decrepit than those things. You put your hands on these
boxes and then the light either blinks green or blinks red
but it looks like this freaking thing hasn’t been serviced
since the ‘70s so who the hell knows if it’s actually
working. And that was the test essentially [to see] if they
would allow you to return to the outside world. If the red
light blinks, I can only imagine what they do to you! Did
I like lose a day or two of my life—or even a year —going
there? Maybe, but I’ll never know it and it was probably
worth it.” K
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